
Connecting with Nature

A script for mindfulness activity at Sutton

Approach this activity with no judgement and with a little curiosity. First, find a comfortable

position. You might like to stand, to sit on a bench, or to find a nice spot on the beach. If

standing, make sure your weight is evenly distributed between both of your feet. Your hips

and shoulders should be stacked, as if there is something pulling you straight from the top of

your head. Close your eyes and relax. Release the tension from your face, your neck, your

shoulders, and from each of your vertebrae along your spine. Feel the blood flowing through

your arms to the tips of your fingers and let your arms go limp.

Take a deep breath, the biggest breath you’ve had all day… and breathe out, releasing

the air with a gentle whooshing sound.

Breathe in again… slowly… and breathe out.

In… and out…Release a little more tension with every breath. As you do so, let your

mind empty of all problems or concerns, your to-do lists and dinner plans. And if your mind

starts to wander, which it will, calmly and non-judgementally bring it back to the present, to

your beathing and the sensations in your body.

Now, keep your eyes closed and focus on your other senses.

Does the air feel light or heavy? Damp or dry? Can you sense the wind on your face or in

your hair? Is it blowing consistently or in gusts? Maybe you hear the wind through the grass

or the leaves? Or like people talking?



Maybe, you sense the salty sea air and pick up on the cries of gulls or the natter of

starlings?  Maybe, you can hear the churning, white noise of waves? Can you hear them

dispersing on the beach and pulling the sand and pebbles back into the ocean?

….

Slowly, open your eyes. Observe your surroundings as if seeing them for the first

time. Capture the image with an imaginary wide-angle lens. You might even see the curvature

of the Earth. And now, focus a little more on the details around you: the grass, the plants,

their shape and colour. The sand; its texture and the items washed up along the shoreline.

Look at the sea. Note the waves as they rise out of the water and dissolve back. Do these

waves crash onto the shore with great force, or do they roll onto the beach quite gently? Does

anything in your life right now also feel this way?

Our mind is like the sea. Thoughts, ideas and emotions - they also come in waves.

Waves come and go. Sometimes crashing, other times, with calm.

The sea is in a constant state of transition, but it does not dwell on that, it continues to

be. The sea finds stability in change.

To close, take three, deep, cleansing breaths. Think about your connectedness to this place

and your peace of mind. Welcome to the Lincolnshire coast.


